Narrow band imaging-guided endoscopic biopsy for intraventricular and paraventricular brain tumors: clinical experience with 14 cases.
Narrow-band imaging (NBI) has been confirmed as a useful endoscopic technique to distinguish neoplasm from normal tissue, on the basis of the enhanced neovascularity of tumor tissue. NBI-guided tissue biopsy for laryngopharyngeal and digestive lesions is a novel methodology, but the feasibility for central nervous system tumors remains unclear. The aim of our study was to evaluate the feasibility of NBI-guided biopsy for intraventricular and paraventricular tumor. Fourteen patients with intraventricular or paraventricular tumors underwent neuroendoscopic biopsy using a videoscope with NBI. Ventricular walls and tumors were observed using conventional imaging, followed by NBI. Colors of ventricle walls and tumors visualized using NBI were compared to those visualized under conventional imaging. Extracted specimens were stained using CD31 antibody and numbers of microvessels in each specimen were counted for analyzing vascular density. Normal ventricle walls were a similar color under conventional imaging and NBI. Tumor surfaces appeared to be cyan in color under NBI. Vessels on the tumor were more clearly visualized with NBI than with conventional imaging. NBI was able to identify tumor surfaces that were not perceptible on conventional imaging. All specimens in the lesion surfaces from cyan-colored areas under NBI contained tumor cells. Specimens extracted from regions that appeared cyan in color under NBI (51.0 vessels/mm(2)) had significantly greater vascular density than regions that appeared a normal color (17.4 vessels/mm(2); p = 0.039). NBI-guided biopsy of intraventricular and paraventricular tumors is feasible for visualizing tumor surface-enhancing neovascularities. NBI would contribute to accurate histological diagnosis while minimizing injury to surrounding structures.